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MARKET TRENDS
What we’ve seen in the market

Asset owners are increasingly interested in investing in companies and projects that are
• Aligned with their values and complementary to their grant making and advocacy
• Working collaboratively to solve critical social and environmental issues

Underlying trends show
• High-net worth families are pursuing both impact and financial returns
• Foundations are breaking down the walls between philanthropy and investment to
create an integrated mission driven institution
• Endowments, sovereigns and pensions are responding to stakeholder demands
• Millennials / Next Generation are inheriting $41 trillion and, as a group, are particularly interested in
aligning their investments with their social and environmental mission
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SOLUTIONS INVESTING
We’re taking a different approach

Our vision of a scalable impact investment platform takes a systemic view of a problem which reveals
commercial investment opportunities across asset classes that conventional approaches miss

Start with a big problem;
Take a systemic approach
to identifying solutions
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Convene a community
and align with stakeholders
to co-create an investment
strategy

Deploy investment
capital into commercial
opportunities, possibly
across asset classes
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W HO W E ARE AND HOW W E INVEST

Encourage Capital is an investment firm that focuses on profitable investments designed to solve
critical social and environmental problems
We are building a community of investors, foundations, market leading companies and non-profits
to catalyze and deploy private capital into systemic solutions to global challenges like poverty, water
scarcity, food security and environmental degradation

Invested $250 M PE fund with strong focus on emerging
markets inclusive financial services
Strength in financial inclusion and development finance
Global investment knowledge and networks

$5M+ research revenues from leading foundations on designing
investment strategies to solve environmental problems
Invested pilot climate finance fund for California carbon markets
Strength in environmental markets and conservation finance
Strong reputation and networks in asset owner community, cofounder CREO Syndicate family office network
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ENCOURAGE PLATFORM
Our integration of asset management and investment research results in powerful, impactful and unique strategic insights,
and proprietary deal flow

Platform Advantages
• Deep experience and credibility in social and environmental impact markets
• Excellent networks and relationships within asset owner, deal sourcing and research communities
• Strong investor base of family offices in Encourage including Armonia, Sant, Wolfensohn, Rothschild, Goldsmith
• Diversified revenue stream from asset management, research and financial advisory enhances stability and
relationships

Thought Leadership
• More than $5M in investment research revenues from Bloomberg Philanthropies, Rockefeller Foundation, Walton
Family Foundation, Packard Foundation, Moore Foundation, Heron Foundation, CH2M Hill and The Nature
Conservancy
• Published deep and well regarded analysis of important markets including water, sustainable seafood, and urban
infrastructure -analyzing market structure, capital flows, regulatory environments, and stakeholder demands and
constraints in order to recommend strategies to deploy private capital to solve systemic problems
• Funded investment research underlies and enhances asset management efforts across the platform
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COLLABORATION
Encourage Capital has a strong track record of successful partnerships
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SOLUTIONS STRATEGIES
Encourage Capital platform strategies

We are currently pursuing solutions investment strategies in four key sectors

Sectors

FINANCIAL
INCLUSION

SUSTAINABLE
SEAFOOD

Individual
Funds or
Platform

ENCOURAGE
INCLUSION FUND

LATAM REGIONAL
FISHERIES
RECOVERY

WATER

AGRICULTURAL
CROP CONVERSION

CARBON

CALIFORNIA
CARBON FUND

Companies

Innovation
Initiatives
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HOUSING FINANCE
(AFRICA)

CLIMATE FINANCE
(EMERGING
MARKETS)

SUSTAINABLE
INFRASTRUCTURE
(US STORMWATER)
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OVERFISHING IS
LEADING TO THE
COLLAPSE OF
FISHERIES AROUND
THE WORLD
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SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD INVESTMENT BLUEPRINTS
Blueprint Goal: Demonstrate to fishery stakeholders and investors that fisheries management improvements and
sustainably managed seafood companies and hard assets can generate, capture, and deliver impact and financial returns
to fishers and investors

Small-Scale Fisheries
(3 Blueprints)
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Industrial-Scale Fisheries
(2 Blueprints)

National Fisheries
(1 Blueprint)
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THE BLUEPRINTS HIGHLIGHT EXAMPLES ACROSS
THREE COUNTRIES
PHILIPPINES

Near-shore multispecies
Tunas
Sardines

BRAZIL

CHILE

Near-shore benthics
Common hake

Small Scale Fishery
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Mangrove crab
Monkfish

Distressed Fishery

National Fishery
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CASE STUDY: THE HAKE (MERLUZA) SOLUTION STRATEGY
Collaborate with partners to design and fund a ~$20-30 million investment portfolio combining fisheries management
improvements with commercial opportunities
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SOLUTION
Regional Fishery Recovery Strategy – Diversified Assets Across the Common Hake Fishery

Buy and build a series of platform companies and related investment vehicles to implement species recovery focused
investment strategies, starting with Chilean Hake

Fund comprehensive Fisheries Management
Improvements

Invest in vessel retrofits, processing infrastructure,
and marketing and sales program for jumbo squid

• Traceability, Sustainable gear
transitions, catch data acquisition.

• Divert 70% of fishers (700 vessels) to jumbo
squid fishing

Acquire 60% of industrial fishing quota

Consolidate strategic processing and distribution assets

• Temporarily ‘retire’ 20% of quota to reduce overall
fishing effort

• Reposition assets as a vertically integrated seafood
distribution company for buying, processing, and selling
artisanal hake and
jumbo squid to the domestic market

• Lease remainder to artisanal sector to legalize
existing illegal harvest and generate income
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HAKE SOLUTIONS STRATEGY TARGETED OUTCOMES
ENVIRONMENTAL:
• Increase stock biomass by 1.7 - 3x from current levels putting fishery on a path to full recovery
SOCIAL:
• Increase incomes of 1,800+ fishers through premium payout of $100 MM+ over 10-yr hold period
• Modernize and improve sanitary conditions across 12 largest hake communities
• Empower fishers as commercial and conservation partners
• Produce 136 MM+ additional hake meals and 25 MM+ squid meals annually in support of global
food security
FINANCIAL:
• Generate a targeted [10-15]% unlevered equity return over 10 years with upside potential
ranging from
[20-30]% depending on extent of fishery recovery and quota exit value/ retained quota
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DISCLAIMER
This confidential document is for discussion purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase
securities of any product or vehicle developed in whole or in part by Encourage Capital, LLC. (“Encourage”). The information provided herein
may be subject to subsequent adjustment, and we expressly disclaim any duty to update you on such subsequent adjustments.
This document is furnished on a confidential basis. This document includes projections or targeted performance results becauseyou have
requested such information. Targeted performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and there can be no assurance that the we
will be able to implement our strategy or achieve the investment objectives or targeted returns described herein. An investment in the
opportunities described herein involve a high degree of risk. There can be no assurance that an investor would receive a return of all or any
of its capital.
Certain information contained in this document constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which can be identified by the use of forward-looking
terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “target,” “continue,” or “believe,” or the
negatives thereof or other variations thereon or other comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results
may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. No representation or warranty is made as to
future performance or such forward-looking statements. Any references to “we,” “us,” and “our” should be interpreted as references to
Encourage. The term “Partner” as used herein is a title applied internally by Encourage and its affiliates but does not necessarily imply the
carrying on of a business as partner or a partnership. The term “Principal” as used herein is a title applied internally by Encourage and its
affiliates but does not imply any form of agency relationship.
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